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Asian Mission Consultation 2010 Workshop  
Report: Muslim Background Believers 
Author: Dr Robert Dutch, Bristol Baptist College. 

  
 
Two workshops, each lasting about 45-60 minutes, addressed Muslim Background Believers 
(MBBs). The speaker, Colin Edwards of Interserve International, used his wide experience 
with Muslims in South Asia. 

The workshops aimed to be as interactive as far as possible and so each was structured with 
an introduction and then three main parts. Colin’s introduction outlined his UK role and his 
experience in South Asia where he had seen significant growth in the numbers of MBBs. 
Then in Part 1 he asked attendees ‘What are we seeing with MBBs, both abroad and in the 
UK?’ Part 2 was Colin’s interactive presentation on identity and identity markers for MBBs. 
Finally, Part 3 addressed ‘Four things to highlight for MBBs.’ 

During Part 1 workshop members were asked to identify themselves and their experience 
while answering ‘What are we seeing with MBBs, both abroad and in the UK?’ This provided 
an interesting opportunity to learn about other members, ministries and experiences in 
Asian/African countries and the UK. 

The workshop members shared their considerable experiences of mission among Muslims. 
One person worked with networking and ‘insider movements,’ another used various methods 
of evangelism (e.g. correspondence courses, personal work, radio) with success. Some 
MBBs come to faith via visions. People worked with whole families (not just individuals), 
refugees, women and students. A major concern was MBBs’ identity. They do not want to be 
Western Christians. They need intensive discipleship and an identity. Colin usefully 
addressed ‘identity’. 

In Part 2 Colin examined group identity and identity markers in the South Asian country 
where he worked previously. He began by stating that group identity depended upon people 
being identified as ‘Muslim,’ ‘Christian,’ or ‘Hindu.’ These three groups have separate identity 
markers which included differences in: language, skin colour, clothing, diet and even if men 
had a moustache or beard. Groups do not marry or interbreed. These three groups were 
illustrated on a flipchart with Muslims being a large circle, Hindus a separate, and smaller, 
rectangle and Christians shown as a separate, and even smaller, triangle.   

Inside the large Muslim group circle Colin identified an inside ‘secret group’ of believers. But 
he focused on a man at the circle’s circumference. This man came to faith through a dream, 
reads the Injil (New Testament) and recognises Jesus as Lord. He becomes part of a public 
group which self-identifies with the name of Jesus. They are a ‘liminal group.’ They are in a 
dynamic situation of ‘us/not-us.’ The group has much in common with the Muslim group but 
differ in many ways through their belief in Isa al-Masih (Jesus the Messiah). They are like 
and also now unlike the Muslim group. Can these believers retain their Muslim identity and 
also follow Isa al-Masih, or what? 

What happens if this ‘liminal group’ reaches out towards the nationally recognised Christian 
group (the small triangle shape on Colin’s flipchart)? These Christians may reject the group 
as non-Christian – so what happens next? One workshop member made the useful comment 
that a ‘liminal group’ in a city may well reach out to the city’s international church for 
recognition/fellowship/support.  However, the group could approach a rich foreign, and 
influential, church – effectively bypassing the national Christians who were not welcoming. 
This will change the dynamics considerably. 
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This liminal movement of MBBs will experience a long period of ‘social negotiation.’ They will 
experience persecution and exist with the ‘us/not-us’ tension. Colin compared the 
persecution experienced by the ‘secret group’ with the ‘liminal group.’ After a ‘honeymoon’ 
period (perhaps 6 months in duration) the ‘liminal group’ will experience  rising persecution 
which will become intense but after about 5 years it drops to a much lower level of 
persecution (but not zero persecution) and continues at this reduced level into the future. In 
contrast, the ‘inside’ or ‘secret group’ experiences gradual rising persecution which 
eventually (over about 5 years) rises above the persecution experienced by the ‘liminal 
group’ and stays at that level. The ‘secret group’ remains small and does not grow compared 
with the other group. 

Colin asked ‘Who are the insiders?’ From the outside looking in both are ‘insiders.’ However, 
Colin compared the situation to a house with a porch. English houses have porches but 
some countries have houses without porches. In those countries a visitor arrives and steps 
straight into the house but if the house has a porch and the visitor steps inside the porch is 
he/she inside the house or not? Colin likened the ‘liminal group’ to someone in the porch. He 
emphasised that each location is different/important, so sensitivity is necessary. 

Discussion followed his presentation. People shared their own experiences of ‘insider 
movements.’ One person commented that such movements can get reabsorbed over time. 
Another commented on the importance of MBBs owning the name of Jesus publicly. Staying 
strong in persecution is important for witness and one person initially coming to faith can 
result in many families becoming followers of Jesus. Valuable questions and discussion 
followed on MBBs joining in Ramadan (or not), using socially acceptable ways of not being 
present for the sacrifice, mosque attendance and so-called ‘Jesus mosques.’ Colin 
commented that we cannot stop ‘insider movements’ (nor should we try!) but we can help 
them. 

In Part 3 four topics were highlighted. First, changes in family life for MBBs. The dynamic is 
altered considerably raising some important issues. Models of Christian family life are 
needed, discipleship and teaching. For example, husbands who become MBBs need to 
share their faith with their wife. Second, leadership development is urgent for churches with 
MBBs. More trained leaders are needed. Third, widespread evangelism is required. The 
more seed sown the more fruit will be seen (e.g. parable of the sower). Different methods are 
appropriate, e.g. radio, correspondence courses. God is moving in many ways. Fourth, all 
this international experience can be translated into mission towards Muslims in the West. 
Small, relational communities of believers, like the Emerging Church, are good models for 
MBBs. 

These very valuable workshops left us with much to consider. 
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